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To improve robot performance for agricultural tasks, and decrease its cost, the robot can be

optimally designed for a specific task in a specific working environment. However, since

the environment defines the robot optimal kinematics, the environment itself should also

be optimised for optimal robot performance. The objective of this paper is to present and

demonstrate a methodology for simultaneous optimal design of robot kinematic and the

working environment. This methodology was demonstrated by an example on a tree or-

chard design for an apple harvesting robot. First, an optimal robot structure for apple

picking task was found for a number of tree architectures (shaped by different training

systems): Central Leader, Y-trellis and Tall Spindle. Results indicate that for minimising the

average apple picking time, the Tall Spindle architecture is preferable for the robotic

harvesting of both a single tree and a tree row. Further, the influence of the robot platform

motion time on the chosen robot kinematics and the tree training system was analysed.

Results show that for fast platforms, the Tall spindle architecture is advantageous. If the

platform movement between positions near the trees is slow, the Central Leader archi-

tecture is favourable. Additionally, the tilt angle of the Y-trellis training system was ana-

lysed using simulated models created by the L-systems simulations. The optimal tilt angle

was found to be nearly horizontal (85�), allowing the robot designer to choose the optimal

combination of the robot kinematics, number of robot harvesting positions around the tree

and the tree training system.

© 2017 IAgrE. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Despite decades of research on robotic applications in agri-

culture, commercial fruit harvesters are sparse (Bac, Van

Henten, Hemming, & Edan, 2014; Bechar, 2010). Among

others, the three main reasons are: 1) high cost of existing

(industrial) robots and their maintenance, 2) insufficient

speed of self-designed robots, making them unprofitable for

farmers, and, 3) agricultural environment complexity, causing

the motion, sensing and trajectory planning of the robot to be

complicated, time consuming and therefore impractical (Bac

et al., 2014).
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Typically, to overcome the above three mentioned rea-

sons in general, and particularly in fruit harvesting, self-

designed simple robots fitted to their task and environment

are built in a number of studies. One of the effective ways to

design such robot is a task-based optimisation, enabling to

find the robot kinematics with the best performance fitted to

a geometric structure of the orchard architecture, repre-

senting the working environment of the robot. However,

since both the robot kinematics and environment structure

influence the optimal result, both the robot and the envi-

ronment must be optimised simultaneously to achieve the

optimal robot performance. In this paper, we present and

demonstrate a methodology for simultaneous optimisation

procedure for kinematic design of a robot as well as modifi-

cation of the working environment. The methodology con-

sists of the three following parts, each demonstrated by an

example.

1. Comparison of the robotic harvesting effectiveness of

existing tree shaping methods (training systems). This is

shown by comparing the performance of a single robotic

arm picking apples from single trees with different training

systems: central leader, tall spindle, and y-trellis.

2. Influence of the robot platformmoving time on the robotic

harvesting effectiveness for trees shaped by different

training systems. This is shown by comparing the perfor-

mance of a single robotic arm carried by a platformmoving

along the row with different speeds.

3. Influence of the geometric tree parameters on the robotic

harvesting effectiveness. This is shown by comparing the

performance of a single robotic arm picking apples from

single simulated y-trellis trees with different tilt angles.

The goals of this paper are to demonstrate the methodol-

ogy for simultaneous optimisation for a robot and its working

environment, and to discuss the preliminary results achieved

by this methodology.

For agricultural applications, robotic arms are often tailor

designed. They strive to be “light, simple and cheap” such as

the arm for kiwi harvester of Scarfe, Flemmer, Bakker, and

Flemmer (2009), with low number of degrees of freedom

(DOF) such as a robot for harvesting lettuce of Cho, Chang,

Kim, and An (2002), or low-cost robot for greenhouse appli-

cations developed by Belforte, Deboli, Gay, Piccarolo, and

Aimonino (2006). Moreover, the robots are optimised for a

specific task, such as an optimal robot for cucumber har-

vesting (Van Henten, Slot, Hol, & Van Willigenburg, 2009),

eggplant harvesting (Han, Xueyan, Tiezhong, Bin, & Liming,

2007), melon harvester (Edan & Miles, 1993) or apple harvest-

ing (Bloch, Bechar, & Degani, 2017; Silwal et al., 2017). How-

ever, up to now, the optimisation was focused mainly on the

robot, assuming that the environment was given and un-

changeable. A number of commercial developers (FFRobotics

Ltd., Israel; Abundant Robotics Ltd., USA) use modern tree

architectures as more convenient environment, nevertheless,

systematic environment analysis was not reported.

In the manufacturing domain, the robot environment is

defined as a robot cell. Design of robotic cells for throughput

optimisation is well studied and helps to solve numerous in-

dustrial challenges (Dawande, Geismar, Sethi, &

Sriskandarajah, 2007). The main methods of the cell design

are effective scheduling, use of multiple gripper, and parallel

working robots. Current agricultural environments were

designed to meet the agro-technical constraints and to fit

manual labour, and do not take into account the suitability for

robotic processing.

Simplifying and structuring of the agricultural environ-

ment was investigated by Hua and Kang (2013) (optimising

Nomenclature

Symbols

a, q a and d parameters of the DenaviteHartenberg

notation

Dx distanceof the robot base fromtheplant stem,m

Efr energy for picking a single fruit, Joule

Ei energy consumed by the ith actuator, Joule

Es static work against the load and the robot's
weight, Joule

gtrellis trellis tilt angle in the Y-trellis training system

F robot optimisation cost function, s

I moment of inertia of the robot links and load,

kg m2

J Jacobian

NDOF number of degrees of freedom of manipulator

Nfruit number of fruit on a tree

Npos number of robot positions around a tree

Npicked number of picked fruit

Ntree number of trees in an orchard

qini initial home robot configuration

qfin final robot configuration

t torques produced by robot actuators, Nm

tfr,i time spent picking a specific fruit, s

Tmov movement time between robot base positions, s

Tfruit average time for fruit picking, s

Ttot total time for picking all the fruit in anorchard, s

Wi power of the ith actuator, Watt

X Cartesian coordinate system axis directed

perpendicular to the row, m

Y Cartesian coordinate system axis directed

along the row, m

Z Cartesian coordinate system axis directed

along the plant height, m

Abbreviations

CL tree shaped by Central Leader training system

DOF degrees of freedom of manipulator

R revolute joint

RRR Revolute-Revolute-Revolute robot structure

RRRR Revolute-Revolute-Revolute-Revolute robot

structure

RRP Revolute-Revolute-Prismatic robot structure

RRT exploring random tree algorithm

P prismatic (linear) joint

PPP Prismatic-Prismatic-Prismatic robot structure

TS tree shaped by Tall Spindle training system

YT tree shaped by Y-trellis training system
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